Micro Focus Hybrid Cloud Management Services

Are you set up to succeed?

With hybrid cloud management come new demands. Enterprises now need a hybrid cloud management platform that’s fit-for-purpose, DevOps-friendly, and Broker-ready.

Enterprises now need a hybrid cloud management platform that’s fit-for-purpose, DevOps-friendly, and Broker-ready.

Our Hybrid Cloud Management solutions—underpinned by the industry-standard IT4IT™ reference architecture—will help you accelerate your outcomes:

- We’ve helped many companies optimize their traditional IT management capabilities. Now let us help you take the next step to optimize your hybrid IT management into the future, with hybrid cloud service automation services.

81% agree end-to-end visibility is critical to operating a hybrid cloud

87% are moving toward a DevOps process

86% are incorporating containers today

85% need to manage multiple public cloud providers

81% agree end-to-end visibility is critical to operating a hybrid cloud

73% cannot view cloud costs across the entire cloud ecosystem

58% cannot integrate infrastructure and applications

56% indicate unfamiliarity with hybrid cloud terms and concepts

47% are managing cloud spend
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Accelerate the future of your hybrid cloud with Micro Focus Professional Services.

Learn more at www.microfocus.com/hcmservices